April 8, 2016

New Patient Chart Tabs at Met Campus!
Congratulations to the ICU, Surgical In-Patient, and select Medicine units at Met
Campus for the successful switch to the new chart tabs. These chart tabs are a
significant change for both Ouellette and Met and an important step forward in
standardizing the way documents are filed in patient charts across the campuses. In the
coming weeks, the Emergency Department at each site will be receiving new patient
chart tabs to ensure a standard chart layout as patients transfer throughout the
hospital. A special thank-you to the Standard Unit SOP Project team and all those
involved during the roll out.

Meredith Plante (4N) works
on switching over patient
charts at Met Campus.

Unveiling the New Project Management Office (PMO) Wall

SOP’s newly redesigned PMO Wall;
featuring the Alumni Status
Projects and upcoming Wave 3
projects -yet to be announced!

With three project teams moving to ‘Alumni’ status and Wave 3 projects
commencing in a few months, the PMO Wall has undergone a redesign.
The far left column has been designated for Alumni teams to feature
their PMO documents. On the far right of the board, place-holders have
been made for the upcoming announcement of the three Wave 3
projects. The first huddle using this new layout will be held on Friday,
April 8th at 1:00pm during SOP’s Alumni Day celebration at the Ouellette
Campus. Everyone is welcome to attend!

Screening for Visual Management
No one enjoys looking for things that should be obvious. The Pre-Surgical
Screening team took it upon themselves to improve the flow of patient charts
through the Clinic. Previously, clinicians would sort through a pile of charts on
a small table to determine which patients they needed to see. Now, each
provider can simply glance out into the hallway to see if a chart is sitting in
their mailbox. Congratulations to the PSS team on saving time and effort with
a simple solution!

Have a great weekend!!
The SOP Team
Future@wrh.on.ca

Pre-Surgical Screening has given
each provider a specific mailbox
used to indicate when a patient is
waiting to see them.

